Session II outline

1. A quick introduction of who we are again for any person who is new or forgot are names.
2. Pre test- What do you know about Domestic Violence?
3. Ask the group what they know about the Chris Brown and Rihanna/ What happened 15mins
   • Roxanna and Leigh can both add information that was found to make sure it stays on topic
   • Ask the question to the group: Is it ever ok for a man to hit a woman/ or women to hit a man?
4. Go over what is domestic Violence and the Power and Control wheel. – Leigh and Lacy 15mins

5. Body sculpting –matt (15mins)
   • In groups by age or gender based upon the current audience

6. Discussion of the body sculpting all together (what they felt or thought about it.) 10 mins
7. Post test- A rose and Thorn (5 mins)
8. Talk about next week’s session (5 mins)